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                                                  BOOROWA NSW 
 

 
 

Name: Mechanics’ Institute 

 

Address: 65 Pudnam Street Boorowa 

 

The Town: 
Boorowa is located in southern New South Wales, 243 kilometres west of Sydney, 66 

kilometres from Yass and almost in the centre of the Boorowa Shire. The population (2006 

census) is 1070. Situated on the Boorowa River, a tributary of the Lachlan with the 

Murrumbidgee to the south, the town lies in a valley surrounded by undulating hills among 

rich river flats and fertile soils from an extinct volcano (Mount Canemumbola). 

 

Industry consists mainly of wheat, fat lambs, wool production and cattle breeding. Mining 

was once a major industry with gold copper and iron mined in the nineteenth century. 

The name of the region was originally spelt as Burrowa and these two versions are said to be 

Aboriginal words for birds native to the region but long since gone. 

 

The surveyor, George Evans, travelled through this area in 1815 and unofficial occupation of 

the district began in 1821 with Irishmen Rodger Corcoran and Ned Ryan, both former 

convicts who had received their ‘ticket of leave’ from the Governor. Besides the Irish ticket 

of leave men who had settled in the area, free settlers came in the 1840s and 50s as a result of 

the potato famine in Ireland and the Highland Clearances in Scotland. 
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The large number of Irish settlers gave Boorowa a distinctive 

society and culture which still remains today. Visitors can follow 

the Shamrock Trail through the town centre to discover 

Boorowa’s interesting history and many heritage buildings 

including the Old Dairy (1854) and the Mechanics’ Institute 

(1883); the Dynamite Store of Webb and Crego (1862) which 

was held up by the bushranger Ben Hall in 1863; and The Model 

Store (1918) which was an early 20
th
 century emporium. 

 

                                                  

Establishment: 1875-1884: 

The idea to establish a Mechanics’ Institute in Boorowa was first suggested in January 1875, 

based on the first Mechanics’ Institute established in Edinburgh in 1821. Nearly fifty people 

met at the Court House in June 1878 and formed a committee for the erection of the 

Mechanics’ Institute as well as applying to the Government for a grant of land. The aim of 

such an institution was to ‘educate and elevate the tone of the town’. 

 

The evolution of the Boorowa Mechanics’ Institute was influenced by the long and drawn out 

differences of the opposing factions, Catholic and Protestant, during these turbulent years. 

The land offered by the Government was on Section 13 at the corner of Jugiong and Court 

Streets. There was strong opposition to this site and others were suggested. These included a 

site in Brial Street adjoining the bank; the Recreation Reserve opposite the Post Office; and 

the corner of Court and Pudnam Streets. Finally, 65 Pudnam Street became the accepted site. 

It was Mr J Stevenson who donated an acre of land in Pudnam Street for the new Mechanics’ 

Institute but this was met with a barrage of criticism as some people questioned Stevenson’s 

motives for the donation. Edward Twynam, the District Surveyor, criticised the people’s 

conduct throughout the whole affair, labelling it as ‘petty divisions’. 

 

The Building: 1884 -1937 
James Watson placed 500 pounds in the 1879 estimates for the building and of this amount, 

163 pounds was claimed in May 1881. A further 479 pounds was also raised for the building.  

The Boorowa Mechanics’ Institute was opened on ‘Anniversary Day’ (26 January) 1884 by 

TM Slattery MLA.  

 

George Patterson replaced the flooring in July 1889.  A lumber room was added to the 

building in 1893-94; iron railings were installed on the front porch by McMurtrie Brothers in 

1903; and three hitching posts for horses were placed in front of the Hall in 1904, along with 

a new paling fence. A Reading Room was opened in May 1906 and flooring replaced in 1908 

to accommodate the popular pastime of skating. A Gallery was added to the south side of the 

building by JJ Cummins at a cost of 67 pounds; and the flooring was again replaced in 1923.   

 

The Shamrock Trail:  

 
Marking the route (above)  

                                        and the historic buildings (right) 
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The opening hours of the Library were 4 to 5 pm on Saturday to Members. The books 

available were advertised in The Burrowa News of 31 August 1888, listed under categories 

including Novels and Miscellaneous and  the significant addition of the donated Campbell 

Memorial Library. In 1889 the Library opened on Wednesdays and Saturdays and by 1900 it 

contained two thousand books. See below for a section of the published list.  
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The building was badly neglected at the time the Country Women’s Association  (CWA) 

purchased and took over the building in 1937. They began to improve and renovate the 

property as well as adding a children’s playground. The CWA also conducted the Library 

until it was taken over by the Regional Library Service in 1952. 

 

The building is now privately owned by a trucking company. 

 

Uses: 
Silent movies were first seen in Boorowa in July 1900 when ‘Lantern Entertainment’ was 

shown at the Mechanics’ Institute with scenes of the Boer War. 

In May 1901, AB ‘Banjo’ Patterson used the Hall of the Institute to deliver a speech on his 

political principles.  

The building was used as a Picture Theatre, for concerts, balls, dances, dramatic 

performances, especially by Dramatic Societies, skating, fetes, bazaars, brass band practice, 

private tuition, and political speeches. 

 

Fundraising for the Institute was constant throughout the years, including a specific period 

when the aim was to buy a piano to support many of the other activities.  

Some of the sources of income included 

 

*  A Mrs Mahony lodged a tender 

for use of the Supper Room when the  

Institute was used as a Picture 

Theatre. 

 

*  Miss Estelle de Boshier applied 

for use of the Hall for two hours 

each Monday evening for three 

months for private tuition, offering 

to pay fifteen shillings for each 

evening. 

 

*  Mr H Dunn, secretary of the 

Burrowa Town Band applied to rent 

the Supper Room for the band to 

practise in for 2/6 each evening and a 

small room for Committee meetings 

at the same price. The band was not 

to practice if the Hall was otherwise 

engaged. 

                                                                      

The Burrowa News  

 

Friday 2 November  1888  (left) 

 

 

and 

 

 

Friday 13 November 1925 (below) 
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7 March 1884:       A Grand Dramatic and Ethiopian Entertainment by the Burrowa Amateur Dramatic Club  

                                                                                Birds in a Fix                                              Tickets 3/- and 2/-. 

 

14 March 1884 :     Quadrille Party : Under the management of St Patrick’s Branch of AHC Guild Burrowa           

Dancing to commence at 8.30 pm                          Double tickets 6/-    Single tickets 4/- 

 

27 February 1885:     A Musical Drama  Robinson Crusoe which will be rendered by juveniles for the benefit     

of the Piano Fund.                                                  Admission 2/- and 1/6     Children 1/- 

 

20 July 1888 :          Irish Drama  Ould Ireland  

                                      to be performed by Mr Charles Taylor’s Company “The Called Back Company”  
                                      with Irish scenery painted by Mr John Henning sot the Theatre Royal Sydney 

 

13 September 1888 :   A lecture on Wheat Soils, Wheat Farming, Diseases etc 

                                       by Mr Angus Mackay of the Technical College Sydney.  
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